Genome-wide linkage analysis of 723 affected relative pairs with late-onset Alzheimer's disease.
Previous attempts to identify genetic loci conferring risk for late-onset Alzheimer's disease (LOAD) through linkage analysis have observed some regions of linkage in common. However, due to the sometimes-considerable overlap between the samples, some of these reports cannot be considered to be independent replications. In order to assess the strength of the evidence for linkage and to obtain the best indication of the location of susceptibility genes, we have amalgamated three large samples to give a total of 723 affected relative pairs (ARPs). Multipoint, model-free ARP linkage analysis was performed. Genome-wide significant evidence for linkage was observed on 10q21.2 (LOD=3.3) and genome-wide suggestive evidence was observed on 9q22.33 (LOD=2.5) and 19q13.32 (LOD=2.0). One further region on 9p21.3 was identified with an LOD score>1. We observe no evidence to suggest that more than one locus is responsible for the linkage to 10q21.2, although this linked region may harbour more than one susceptibility gene. Evidence of allele-sharing heterogeneity between the original collection sites was observed on chromosome 9 but not on chromosome 10 or 19. Evidence for an interaction was observed between loci on chromosomes 10 and 19. Where samples overlapped, the genotyping consistency was high, estimated to average at 97.3%. Our large-scale linkage analysis consolidates clear evidence for a susceptibility locus for LOAD on 10q21.2.